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1 Executive Summary 

The objectives of Workpackage 9 (WP9) are twofold. First, WP9 provides the rendering 

infrastructure for the project in terms of the Visualization Support Library (VSL), which is 

carried out in Task T9.1, with extensions in T9.2. The second goal of WP9 is to provide a 

high-quality output interface for museum exhibitions, which includes both authoring 

applications for digital exhibitions and a user interface suitable for the general public (Task 

T9.3). The latter is also accompanied by guidelines for best practice (T9.4). 

In that sense, WP9 provides a bracket for the whole project: On the one hand, WP9 targets 

developers and provides the VSL which is a basis for many other tasks that are concerned 

with browsing, exploring, annotating 3D models. It is very clear that developing an initial 

version of the VSL must be of highest priority in the initial phase of the project. Therefore, 

T9.1 has been in focus in the first year of the project and is described in some detail in 

report D9.1. 

Tasks T9.3 and T9.4 are the other part of this bracket: Over the duration of the project, the 

focus of work will gradually shift towards using the infrastructure to best effect, rather than 

developing the infrastructure itself. The great challenge, however, is that we need to design 

the foundations in such a way that the later tasks become achievable. This is the reason 

why some work has also been done in the areas of T9.3 and T9.4, which nonetheless is of 

rather preparatory nature.  

Since we have to deal in WP9 with a much larger number of components that directly 

interact than, e.g., in WP8, we have chosen not to split the document into a public / non-

public part, since we need to avoid any potential source of confusion about where to find 

the definitive information. 
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2 Introduction, component description and integration 

The work package WP9 has a very clear structure: 

 T9.1, “Visualization nodes for supported artefact representations” 

This task provides the Visualization Support Library (VSL), which is the foundation for all other tasks in 

the project that use the OpenSG scene graph library. 3D-COFORM is concerned with developing novel, 

high-quality acquisition methods, which push farther the boundary in high-quality digital shape and 

material representations. The downside is that no standard software can deal with our datasets. To deal 

with this situation we have decided to choose an extensible scene graph library. Anybody using OpenSG 

can display 3D-COFORM datasets when including our OpenSG extensions to build any kind of specially 

targeted 3D application. 

 T9.2, “Complexity reduction for public and web presentation” 

This task provides important extensions to the VSL. The main goal is streaming 3D-COFORM data over 

both high- and low-bandwidth connections. In order to be able to see something already before the full 

dataset has arrived, the idea of progressive encoding is employed, where the most important shape or 

material coefficients are sent first. The same methods can be employed as a simplification mechanism, 

when the refinement just stops. Therefore simplification is a goal here, too. 

 T9.3, “Visualization and navigation tools for public dissemination” 

This task provides the authoring and presentation tools that are the frontend of 3D-COFORM to the 

general public. We will provide easy-to-use tools for compositing high-end interactive museum 

exhibitions in less time. Note that T9.3 (together with T9.4) are of strategic importance for the whole 

3D-COFORM project. If the tasks fail, 3D-COFORM will presumably not be able to reach a mass audience, 

and not unleash the momentum of mass proliferation of 3D-COFORM technology.  Collecting 3D data is 

a useless exercise if nobody is interested. 

 T9.4, “Perception-aware experiments and guidelines” 

This task finally does the assessment of the tools developed in T9.3, which in turn are based on T9.1 and 

T9.2. Extensive user studies will be carried out, both among Cultural Heritage practitioners to assess the 

suitability of the authoring tools, and among the target audience, to assess that 3D-COFORM results are 

perceived as stunning. The result will be a list of recommendations, guidelines, and best practice 

examples how to make optimal use of the technology. 

An explanation of the ingredients of the contributions from the individual partners to these tasks is 

given in the next section (Section 3). Section 4 will then only list the individual contributions on a per-
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partner per-task basis, without further contextualization. It is therefore important to fully understand 

Section 3 in order to understand Section 4. 
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3 WP 9 – Detailed description of work 

3.1 General objectives  

3D-COFORM has 19 partners and 13 Work Packages with 64 tasks in total. In Work Package WP9, 8 

partners are active in 4 tasks. The reporting scheme for yearly reports in 3D-COFORM is on a per-task 

per-partner basis. This means, each partner involved reports about their contributions to each of the 

tasks. For WP9, this results in principle in as many as 16 Partner-Task-Reports per year. However, not all 

partner tasks are active in each year, because limited resources demand that tasks are prioritized, of 

course. The following subsections show the contributions of the individual partners to the tasks.  

3.2 First year work plan 

In the first year, 12 of the 16 partner tasks of WP9 were active, resulting in 12 Partner-Task-Reports. 

Clearly in focus, with the highest priority, was task T9.1. The result of this effort is not only the 

functional specification of the VSL, which was promised for M12, and is provided in Section 4 of this 

document. In fact, working prototypes are already operational for most of the rendering nodes. Some 

first results could also be achieved already in T9.2. A clean, orthogonal roadmap was compiled by the 

partners in T9.3, and in T9.4 the work was summarized in a comprehensive technology watch report. 

3.2.1 T9.1 - Visualization nodes for supported artefact representations 

 

Figure 1: The overall structure of the 3D-COFORM Visualization Support Library in T9.1 
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 The VSL Scene Manager          (UoB) 

OpenSG tries to be general and can deal with scene graphs of various different types. In 3D-COFORM, 

however, the scene graph is supposed to have a specific structure. Certain nodes must be present, 

certain nodes can carry particular annotations, e.g. UUIDs referring to the RI. In order to keep the scene 

graph consistent, we have introduced the VSL scene manager, which is the middle ware that provides 

sufficient functionality for most of the components using the scene graph just as a 3D tool.  The VSL 

scene manager furthermore provides a   

 VSL: CityEngine Render Component      (ETHZ) 

The CityEngine is a highly complex tool for creating synthetic large-scale city models. The models are 

created using shape grammars (CGAShape language). Using this render component, CityEngine models 

can be displayed as part of any OpenSG scene. 

 VSL: Nexus Render Component       (ISTI-CNR) 

One of the biggest problems in 3D-COFORM is the size of the datasets produced by high-end 3D 

acquisition – in particular rendering massive multi-resolution models. The Nexus render node will allow 

the interactive rendering of meshes that do not fit into main memory. 

 VSL: PRT Render Component       (FhG-IGD) 

Pre-computed Radiance Transfer (PRT) is the standard method today to obtain photo-realistic global 

illumination in interactive environments. PRT allows relighting, i.e. putting a digital artefact into any light 

environment – the light being captured using surround High Dynamic Range (HDR) images. 

 VSL: GML Render Component       (TUGraz) 

The Generative Modelling Language (GML) is a very general language for describing procedural 

parametric objects. The shape of GML objects can be changed at runtime using a small set of high-level 

parameters. They can be included in the scene, e.g. as proxies.   

 VSL: BTF Render Component        (UBonn) 

The Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) is a method for efficiently encoding highly complex material 

properties. As approximation to the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) at every 

surface point, the BTF captures much richer materials than, e.g. a conventional texture – but it is as easy 

to use in OpenSG!  
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 VSL: Mini-Dome Render Component      (KUL) 

The Leuven Mini-Dome has the potential of becoming the standard acquisition device for “flat” artefacts 

that have a very complex surface that cannot be fully understood without the possibility of relighting – 

which is exactly what becomes possible through this render node.  

3.2.2 T9.2 - Complexity reduction for public and web presentation 

 GML: Server-side & streaming & CP-LOD (TUGraz) 

This work incorporates three parts of the advanced infrastructure: server-side rendering of GML models, 

streaming GML models over networks, and a method for the rendering of large dispersed models by 

using procedurally generated convex polyhedral as occluders. 

 Streaming of Complex Materials       (UBonn) 

The digital representation of BTFs computes a basic representation that can be stored in a coarse to fine 

manner. This leads to a nice streaming representation, where the material coefficients are transmitted 

layer by layer, so that the material can be progressively refined. 

3.2.3 T9.3 - Visualization  & navigation tools for public dissemination 

 The Community Browser         (ISTI-CNR) 

Since the group has a long experience in digital 3D museum exhibitions, this is a very detailed proposal 

for a robust architecture where different standard media types can be seamlessly blended so that 

graphics designers can effectively produce good CH content with standard tools. 

 Scene Graph Scripting with GML      (TUGraz) 

Scene graph scripting is the way to obtain rich, meaningful interaction within the 3D canvas beyond only 

inspection of static 3D objects. Behaviour can be assigned to objects, that is then triggered by events. 

This greatly increases the liveliness of the scene and the user’s awareness. 

 The Virtual  Lighting Setup Tool        (UBonn) 

The lighting of a virtual scene can obviously make a huge difference in the perception of the objects, 

especially when they have a rich material. This tool will analyze the shape and material of objects and 

produce a recommendation for a good position of light sources. 

3.2.4 T9.4 - Perception-aware experiments and guidelines 

In the first year of the project, this assessment task has nothing yet to assess. It is worthwhile, though, 

to consider the question of how, for example, user studies with the range of software tools should be 
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conducted, once they are available in the project. This conceptual work was summarized in a survey 

report on test environments, test parameters, and dependency analyses. 

3.3 Organization of the rest of the work report 

The technical main part of this report is chapter 4. We have chosen to present, in a per-task order, the 

contributions of the individual groups as partner task reports. Each report begins on a fresh page. There 

is no special introduction for each task since this was given in the current section 3.2. There is also no 

separation between the sections of “Work performed” and those describing the “Functional 

specification”, since with 12 partner task reports, this would become very difficult to manage and, more 

important, to understand.  
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4 Work performed 

4.1 T9.1 – Visualization nodes for supported artefact 

representations 

4.1.1 T9.1 – The VSL Scene Manager  (UoB) 

4.1.1.1 Purpose 

The goal of the 3D-COFORM scene manager component is to manage the scene containing different 

types of nodes (e.g. scanned meshes, dome meshes) to provide interactive rendering frame rates.  This 

is achieved by monitoring the current frame rate and making adjustments to the scene to keep it at 

interactive rates. These changes include degrading, switching off certain nodes/core types, replacing by  

light-weight proxy geometry or materials, as well as other load balancing techniques. As part of this we 

will provide an application which will allow for multiple node types to be placed together in order to 

create a COLLADA-L file. 

This component is part of a larger component called the Visualization Support Library (VSL) shown in 

Figure 2. The 3D viewers in other tasks of the project will use this library, including the Integrated 

Viewer Browser (IVB, Task T7.1), and viewers developed for the public presentation of CH material. 

 

Figure 2: 3D-COFORM Visualization Support Library 
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4.1.1.2 Use scenario 

CH professionals will not be interacting with the component, but software developers will. The VSL 

scene manager is especially useful for developers creating 3D applications that should work “out of the 

box” and use only standard scene graph access methods. The VSL scene manager therefore also 

functions for simple scene graph manipulations, which should be sufficient in the majority of cases. 

4.1.1.3 Functional requirements 

The functional requirements of this component are:  

Compose a COLLADA-L file describing the different node types. 

Load a 3D Scene: The scene manager will load a 3D Scene composed of one or more nodes (different 

representations) via a 3D viewer. 3D scenes can also be saved. 

Balancing a 3D scene: We will explore and implement different strategies to balance a scene; including 

data reduction techniques, for example methods for visibility culling, alternative rendering primitives 

and cache coherent layouts for data structures. This will provide a general optimization for the scene 

alongside particular techniques implemented for the individual node types (see Nexus, 4.1.3, and LOD 

techniques in T9.2). 

4.1.1.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

The SceneManager is an extension to OpenSG 2.0 

4.1.1.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

The SceneManager provides a registration functionality for 3D-COFORM ‘loader’ and ‘renderer’ 

component. The SceneManager provides a number of central services to these components. 

4.1.1.4 Use cases 

After analyzing the user requirements we define the following use cases indicating typical functions of 

the scene manager component: 

Use case 1: Load 3D scene (similar to: Save a 3D scene) 

Use case 2: Loading remote 3D files. 

Use case 3: Check environment load levels. 

Use case 4: Returning required information to lib/application in software layer above VSL. 

4.1.1.4.1 Use case 1: Load 3D scene (similar to: Save a 3D scene) 

Actors:  OpenSG COLLADA loader. 

Goal:  To process the information located within the COLLADA file in a way which the appropriate loader 

for different node types is discovered and used. 
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Precondition:  The correct COLLADA extra type handler (Shared Library) is installed and a valid 

COLLADA file is used for loading. 

Postcondition: The extra element within the COLLADA file is processed by the correct handler. 

Errorcondition: The incorrect handler was selected or no suitable handler was discovered. 

Trigger:  When an application loads a COLLADA file. 

Success Scenario: 

1. Application loads a COLLADA file. 

2. The OpenSG COLLADAFileLoader is selected and processes the COLLADA file. 

3. The OpenSG COLLADAFileLoader discovers an <extra> element and passes it on to the 

COLLADAExtraHandler. 

4. The COLLADAExtraHandler scans a given directory for plugins which are used to handle the 

various <extra> elements on its creation 

5. The plugins discovered by the COLLADAExtraHandler are loaded. 

6. The COLLADAExtraHandler queries each plugin loaded to ascertain if it is able to process the 

current <extra> element. (Chain-of-responsibility pattern of the “Gang of Four” (GoF)). 

7. Once a plugin has been located which can process the current <extra> element, it gets the 

<extra> array as well as a node reference for the current part of the scene graph. 

8. The plugin processes the <extra> array and saves its output to the node reference passed in. 

9. The OpenSG COLLADAFileLoader continues to process the COLLADA file, and if another 

<extra> element is discovered then steps 6-8 are repeated. 

10. The OpenSG COLLADAFileLoader returns a node with the scene to the application which 

called it. 

4.1.1.4.2 Use case 2: Loading remote 3D files. 

Actors:  OpenSG FileIO 

Goal:  To automatically discover remotely based files and download them in a transparent manner to 

the application attempting to load them.  This is because an application/user wants to access a file 

which is held on the repository at runtime, rather than having the object held locally. 

Precondition:  The remote files are accessible. 

Postcondition:  The model has been loaded correctly from a remote location. 

Errorcondition:  The model could not be accessed and therefore is not displayed. 

Trigger:   When a file loader discovers a remote file it needs to load. 
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Success Scenario: 

1. The FileIO loader discovers that it needs to load a remote file.  Either this could be done 

with URIs or via a UUID which would result in the file been retrieved from the repository. 

2. The remote files location is discovered and downloaded appropriately. 

3. The remote file is passed to the FileIO. 

4. FileIO loads the file as if it were a local file. 

4.1.1.4.3 Use case 3: Check environment load levels 

Actors:  checkResourcesThread 

Goal:  To know the current load state of the machine as well as the current frame rate (FPS) 

Precondition:  That the scene manager has been invoked. 

Postcondition:  Information regarding the systems load and current rendering FPS is known allowing 

for scene balance mechanism to be called. 

Errorcondition: Not enough information has been gathered about the system, leaving it unable to 

make an informed decision about how to balance the scene. 

Trigger:   Would be triggered automatically at an interval which would enable balancing 

methods to be invoked.  This would in effect be run somewhere between 10 and 20 times a second. 

Success Scenario:  

1. Algorithm is invoked by a timer thread. 

2. Algorithm queries the necessary information from the system and renderer. 

3. If corrective balancing is required then: 

4. Access the runtime profile to determine what action is preferred. 

5. Select the appropriate action required. 

6. Invoke the selected action. 

4.1.1.4.4 Use case 4: Returning Required Information to lib/application in software layer above 

Actors:   GML-RPC, Scene Manager 

Goal:    For the information requested to be returned. 

Precondition:  Scene manager has been invoked. 
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Postcondition:  The requested information has been returned to the GML-RPC. 

Errorcondition: The requested information cannot be returned to the GML-RPC, in which case a 

suitable error/exception should be returned instead. 

Trigger:  When a request is received from GML-RPC. 

Success Scenario: 

1. Request received from the Scripting Interface (in this case for the selected object). 

2. Scene manager retrieves the current selected object. 

3. Reference to the current selected object is returned to be used by GML-RPC or application. 

4.1.1.5 Provided services 

 OpenSG Façade: The Scene Manager component provides a manager for a 3D scene 

that could be used by any 3D viewer. This will be done by extending OpenSG functions 

to manipulate the scene, including loading 3D files, navigation and rendering. The goal is 

that for developing 3D-COFORM applications, it is in most cases not even necessary for 

software developers to learn OpenSG, but they can still manipulate the scene. 

 Consistency: The Scene Manager guarantees that 3D-COFORM related data (e.g. 

hyperlinks or UUIDs attached to scene graph objects) will be kept consistent, so that 

load-store identity is achieved when no external scene graph manipulation takes place. 

The SceneManager will also do its best to maintain consistency with external scene 

graph manipulations. 

 The Scene Manager will provide some support to the Scripting Interface for OpenSG, 

which will be provided by TUGraz (Task 9.3).  

 Component registration: The Scene Manager component provides a component 

registration service to the other components of the Visualization Support Library, in 

particular the visualization nodes. Hence, developers of nodes would need to define: 

o A COLLADA <extra> element definition. 

o A Loader which is able to process the data within the extra element of a 

COLLADA scene definition and invoke the node's constructor. 

 Load / Save / Render of a 3D scene in COLLADA format 

4.1.1.6 Required services 

None 
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4.1.1.7 Used data types 

4.1.1.7.1 Internal Data Types 

The internal data types of the component will be mostly OpenSG based. 

4.1.1.7.2 IO Data Types 

The Scene Manager will load a scene which will contained different types of Visualisation Nodes, for 

example BTF node, Nexus node (MeshLab) and PRT node. For this, we propose that they are defined 

using COLLADA coupled with the <extra> elements it supports.  For an example of this, see the following 

COLLADA example.  

 

Figure 3: COLLADA Code Example 

4.1.1.8 Interfaces with the RI 

None 

4.1.1.9 User interface 

None 

 

<COLLADA xmlns="http://www.collada.org/2005/11/COLLADASchema" version="1.4.1"> 

    <asset> 

        <contributor> 

            <author>Collada Exporter for OpenSG 2.0</author> 

            <copyright>Creative Commons: Attribution-Non-Commercial-Share Alike 

2.0</copyright> 

        </contributor> 

        <created>2009-09-09T10:30:01</created> 

        <modified>2009-09-09T10:30:01</modified> 

    </asset> 

 

    <library_visual_scenes> 

        <visual_scene id="world" name="world"> 

            <node> 

                <matrix>0.015 0 0 0 0 0.015 0 0 0 0 0.015 0 0 0 0 1</matrix> 

                <node>                                   

                    <extra type="LOD"> 

                        <technique profile="OpenSG">  

                            <f_high>mesh-high.wrl</f_high> 

                            <f_low>mesh-low.wrl</f_low> 

                        </technique> 

                    </extra>                                                         

                </node> 

            </node> 

        </visual_scene> 

    </library_visual_scenes> 

    <scene> 

            <instance_visual_scene url="#world"/> 

    </scene> 

</COLLADA> 
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4.1.2 T9.1 – VSL: CityEngine Render Component (ETHZ) 

4.1.2.1 Purpose 

ETHZ has worked on developing a CityEngine semantic Level-of-Detail (sLOD) rendering component to 

be used in render nodes, such as in OpenSG. This rendering component is actually being developed as 

part of WP5, and more details on this can be found in D5.1, the first year report of WP5. 

The render node for OpenSG will then simply be a call to the rendering component with a CityEngine 

model as input, i.e. a link to the folder of the CityEngine project. The rendering component outputs 

frames that contain colour, transparency and depth information that can be managed by the OpenSG 

scene graph for rendering a scene containing the CityEngine object and other objects. 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of the purpose of the CityEngine project rendering component 

4.1.2.2 Use scenario 

A 3D-COFORM user wants to show a CityEngine model within an OpenSG-based application. 

4.1.2.3 Functional requirements 

4.1.2.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

The main internal requirement for this render node is that it enables a fast rendering of the very large 

scene that may be defined in CityEngine models. 

4.1.2.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

The component is registered with the VSL Scene Manager as a ‘loader’ and a ‘renderer’. 

The main external requirement is that the node be able to render a CityEngine project retrieved from 

the RI given its local path into the OpenGL context in which the project must be rendered. 

CityEngine Semantic 

LoD Rendering 

component 

CityEngine project 

Rendered Frames of 

CityEngine Scene 
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4.1.2.4 Use cases 

The use case diagram for the CityEngine Render component is shown in the diagram below. The 

different use cases are described in the following table. Note that the retrieval step is not defined here. 

Indeed, it is not a use case of the render component. But, it is assumed that a CityEngine procedural 

model has been previously retrieved by the user of the OpenSG application. 

                 

Figure 5: Use cases of the CityEngine Render component. 

4.1.2.5 Required services 

VSL scene manager 

4.1.2.6 Provided services 

A custom render node for CityEngine models for OpenSG-based applications. 

4.1.2.7 Used data types 

First, there is a CityEngine project custom render node: CityEngineWrapCore. This core will implement 

the following two functions: 

Use Case Description 

CreateNode The user (the OpenSG application) creates a CityEngine render node for a 

given CityEngine procedural model (previously) retrieved from the RI. 

Render The user (the OpenSG application) requests a CityEngine render node to be 

rendered in a given openGL context. 
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The renderSetup() function is called at the instantiation of a node, while the render() function is called 

for rendering the scene. Note that he string input to the renderSetup() function is the path to the 

retrieved CityEngine procedural model.  

4.1.2.8 Interfaces with the RI 

The node does not directly interface with the RI. However, it requires that the CityEngine project to be 

rendered, be already retrieved from the RI. 

4.1.2.9 User interface 

None 

// Setup 

bool renderSetup(string); 

// Render 

void render(); 
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4.1.3 T9.1 – VSL: Nexus Render Component (ISTI-CNR) 

Nexus is an algorithm to present interactively and with good quality models which are too big to be 

loaded and rendered directly; this is achieved through a multi-resolution approach. In existing multi-

resolution approaches, the CPU extracts at runtime the subset of triangles to be rendered, so the CPU is 

the performance bottleneck. Nexus manages to fully utilize the GPU capabilities for LOD control by 

changing the granularity of the multi-resolution primitive to small patches of 10K triangles. 

 

4.1.3.1 Purpose 

The Nexus visualization node is an OpenSG node able to visualize interactively very detailed models in 

Nexus format on commodity hardware. It currently supports mesh compression, normals and color per 

vertex. Besides the visualization nodes we provide a conversion program, nxsbuilder, to convert (and 

combine) ply meshes into the Nexus multi-resolution format. Another program, the editor nxsedit, is 

used to process the model by changing quantization parameters, adding normals and colours, 

compression and extract models at a different resolution. In practice, this suite of tools can also be used 

as an out-of-core simplification tool. 

4.1.3.2 Use scenario 

The node is just a visualization node, completely transparent to the user. A conventional GUI or dialogue 

box (“Property sheet”) might present preferences to control the trade-off between quality and frames 

per seconds. 
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4.1.3.3 Functional requirements 

4.1.3.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

The visualization node is a C++ library (for Windows, Linux, Mac) which exposes basically 2 primitives: 

 load(string &string) loads a nexus model. It actually reads only the header of the 

dataset, as the model is usually too big to be kept completely in main memory. 

 render(options &options) renders the mesh adapting the resolution to the current 

view. 

The applications nxsbuilder and nxsedit are simple command line programs with a few options. 

4.1.3.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

The component is registered with the VSL Scene Manager as a ‘loader’ and a ‘renderer’. 

4.1.3.4 Use cases 

There is only one use case: 

1. Start with a ply model (or a few ply models composing a model) 

2. Invoke 'nxsbuilder model.ply -o nexus.nxs' 

3. Optionally invoke 'nxsedit nexus.nxs --add=colors -source=coloured.ply --compress' to add 

colours and compress the resulting output. 

4. Insert the Nexus openSG node into an OpenSG scene graph. 

4.1.3.5 Provided services 

Visualization interfaces can take advantage of the Nexus node by including it into the OpenSG scene 

graph. 

4.1.3.6 Required services 

 VSL scene manager 

4.1.3.7 Used data types 

The Nexus deals with meshes and has as input a standard single-resolution mesh in .ply format and as 

output a multi-resolution mesh in the .nxs format. The .nxs format is a development of CNR, who will 

also provide detailed documentation that is precise enough to allow, for example, implementing a 

Nexus loader in any desired programming language. 
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4.1.3.7.1 Internal Data Types 

 Ply: (.ply) the input mesh must be encoded into binary ply format. Nxsbuilder might 

accept other formats but will have to convert them into a file containing the list of 

(binary) vertices and indices anyway. 

 Nexus: (.nxs) the multi-resolution structure is held in an indexed block-based format. 

4.1.3.7.2 IO Data Types 

 Ply: (.ply) is used for input and output of static meshes. Both output and input of a 

nexus model can be very big. Until a binary COLLADA format is available it would be 

really expensive in terms of processing time and storage to use any such ASCII-based 

XML format. 

4.1.3.8 Interfaces with the RI 

None 

4.1.3.9 User interface 

None 
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4.1.4 T9.1 – VSL: PRT Render Component  (FhG-IGD) 

4.1.4.1 Purpose 

Photorealistic visualization aims at exploring different lighting conditions for a 3D artefact. This 

exploration can be performed for 3D artefacts with material properties and sets of spherical HDR 

images. This component allows a CH professional to explore different lighting conditions for the 

visualized 3D artefact, e.g. candle, moon and sun light. Curators and conservators are interested in 

exploring these options for scholarship purposes. This functionality can be used for preparing 

exhibitions, where the CH professional can examine different backgrounds and different lights, which 

can better highlight the characteristics of the 3D artefact. The objective of Task 9.1 for the first year of 

the project is to define the functional specifications of the Pre-computed Radiance Transfer (PRT) 

rendering component.  

In order to advance towards this objective, we undertook a consultation with CH professionals at the 

Victoria and Albert Museum (VAM) in London, where we aimed to brainstorm together the scenarios 

and workflows of PRT rendering. During the consultation we identified the following needs for the CH 

professionals: 

 Re-lighting of objects under different conditions and contexts 

 Exhibition planning by means of simulating different lighting conditions 

 Acquisition of real lighting conditions as source for the virtual experience 

We developed a first rapid prototype to interactively show the effect of PRT rendering during the VAM 

consultation. We are currently porting this version of the PRT render to OpenSG 2.0 (the visualization 

technology for 3D-COFORM). A basic interface allows changing the material and the environment map 

of the scene, as illustrated in these photo-realistic renderings: 
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During the acquisition process, spherical HDR images are produced, and these images and the 

acquired 3D artefact can be used to produce photorealistic visualizations for different lighting 

conditions. A CH professional can then explore different lighting conditions for the visualized 3D 

artefact, e.g. candle, moon and sun light. Curators and conservators would be interested on 

exploring these options for scholarly purposes. This functionality can be used for preparing 

digital exhibitions, where the CH professional can examine different backgrounds and different 

lights, and try out which options better highlight the characteristics of the 3D artefact.  

This can be a tedious process, for which 3D-COFORM offers also a solution, see section 4.2.3, 

“The Virtual Lighting Setup Tool” developed in T9.3. 

4.1.4.2 Use scenario 

This component allows presenting virtual exhibits interactively in any desired lighting conditions. 

A CH professional might want to examine how an object would look in an exhibition, for example seeing 

the lighting conditions in real time and applying them to the objects. On the other hand, a curator can 

also visualize different sets of details under different lighting conditions, which can help him or her in 

designing an appropriate restoration process. This functionality is also vital for digital exhibitions 

showing a 3D artefact under its original lighting conditions. The PRT rendering component also allows 

visualizing shadows in real lighting conditions. It should also allow the CH professional to change the 

environment map (spherical HDR image) and the material of the 3D artefact on the fly. 

4.1.4.3 Functional requirements 

This section describes the functional requirements, based on the previous scenario. The functional 

requirements will address the following questions: 

a. What to render? 

b. How to render? 
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4.1.4.3.1 What to render? 

The PRT rendering component can be applied to 3D artefacts with spherical HDR images. These images 

can be generated as a dedicated acquisition process and be ingested in the RI. It is important to note 

that the PRT rendering relies on special materials (shaders that perform the PRT lighting calculation at 

run-time). These materials have to be applied to the model before using the PRT component. For 

standard OpenGL materials (termed SimpleMaterial and SimpleTexturedMaterial in the OpenSG jargon) 

the material application/conversion can be automated. This is generally not possible for custom (freely 

programmed) shaders. 

4.1.4.3.2 How to render? 

The PRT rendering component is subdivided into two phases: PRT pre-process and PRT render. The PRT 

pre-process phase will require more processing time, hence this phase will be performed offline and the 

results (transfer coefficients) will be ingested in the RI. The PRT pre-process phase needs a 3D artefact 

with PRT materials. The PRT render phase needs the transfer coefficients, the spherical HDR images and 

the 3D artefact, which enable the real-time photorealistic visualization. The PRT pre-process is a batch 

process, while the PRT render should be embedded into the viewer component as a PRT rendering 

node. 

4.1.4.3.3 Internal/Component Requirements 

The PRT rendering component is based on the following internal classes, which enable the computation 

and visualization of photorealistic 3D artefacts: 

 SHPreprocessor: this provides methods for working with the SH basis, for generating the 

projection coefficients and for rotation projection coefficients 

 SHObject: this abstracts the model and  holds the array of toWorldMatrices for the parts of the 

model (one of each geometry core) for fast access 

 SHLightProbe: this abstracts the environment light, holds the light probe image,  holds the 

reflection cube map,  has a method to update information of part of the scene graph, updates 

the reflection map and  updates the lighting coefficients in shaders 

4.1.4.3.4 External/Integration Requirements 

The component is registered with the VSL scene manager as a ‘loader’ and a ‘renderer’. Its integration 

into the 3D-COFORM framework is schematically shown here: 
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4.1.4.4 Use cases 

The use case diagram for the PRT rendering component describes typical actions of a CH professional 

using our tools.  The following Figure shows use cases for the PRT pre-process phase and for the PRT 

render phase. The tables below describe both use cases in greater detail. 

                 

Figure 6: Use cases of the PRT pre-process phase and the PRT render phase 
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Table 1. Description of the use cases for the PRT pre-process phase of the PRT rendering component 

Table 2. Description of the use cases for the PRT render phase of the PRT rendering component. 

4.1.4.5 Provided services 

The PRT rendering component is composed of two phases: the PRT pre-process and the PRT render 

phases. The PRT pre-process phase will be a batch process, which will use the 3D artefact with PRT 

materials in order to compute the transfer coefficients. This batch process could be a service for the RI, 

when ingesting a 3D artefact or it could be a service for the user, who decides what and when to do it. 

The PRT render phase will provide services to the 3D model viewer as a PRT render node; thus a user 

can decide to activate the photorealistic visualization of a 3D artefact, if the 3D artefact has the needed 

data (transfer coefficients, PRT-aware materials and the spherical HDR images). 

Use Case Description 

Retrieve 3D artefact The user should be able to retrieve a 3D artefact from the RI, for which 

he wants to have photorealistic visualization.  

Create PRT Material This operation creates the shaders that perform the PRT lighting 

calculation at run-time. 

Start preprocessing When the 3D artefact and the spherical HDR images are retrieved from 

the RI, the user can start the pre-process phase, in order to compute 

the transfer coefficients.  

Ingest the pre-computed data When the computation is finished, the user should be able to ingest the 

data as a float array in the RI. 

Use Case Description 

Retrieve 3D artefact The user should be able to retrieve a 3D artefact from the RI, which is 

PRT enabled and for which he can perform PRT rendering effects 

(relighting / soft shadows). 

Retrieve spherical HDR images The user also needs the environment map from the RI, which will be 

used for lighting the 3D artefact. 

Change environment map The user can change the environment map, in order to generate 

different lighting conditions for the visualized 3D artefact. 
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4.1.4.6 Required services 

 VSL scene manager 

This component will require services of the acquisition process in order to generate the spherical HDR 

images. The PRT rendering component will also require services from the RI, since the PRT pre-process 

phase will ingest the transfer coefficients and the PRT render phase will retrieve the transfer coefficients 

and the spherical HDR images. Additionally, the PRT render phase will require the infrastructure of the 

3D model viewer, in order to generate the photorealistic visualization of the 3D artefact. The 3D model 

viewer should also provide the appropriate interaction functionalities to handle lighting condition and 

changes during the manipulation of the user. 

4.1.4.7 Used data types 

4.1.4.8 Interfaces with the RI 

The PRT rendering component retrieves object data (orange arrow) and / or metadata (red arrow) and it 

ingests the output / result back into the RI (see Figure 7 below). The PRT rendering component has two 

phases: pre-process and render. The pre-process phase computes the transfer coefficients for the 

specific 3D artefact. This computation is performed offline and should be ingested in the RI. The render 

phase retrieves the pre-computation data and renders the scene. 

Data type Description 

Input 3D Mesh 3D-COFORM supported 3D Mesh file. 

Input spherical HDR images 3D-COFORM supported spherical HDR image file.  

OpenEXR cube map format (ENVMAP_CUBE). 

Input / Output pre-computed data 3D-COFORM supported file format for the transfer coefficients. 

Unsigned long:  Number of coefficients per vertex 

Unsigned long: Number of vertices of the 3D artefact 

Unsigned long: Number of samples used during the pre-process 

Array of float: The transfer coefficients 
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Figure 7: IO diagram for the PRT pre-process and PRT render phases 

Input from RI: 

3D artefact: The 3D artefact, which will be used during the pre-computation. 

Signature: retrieveDataFile (sessionticket, destinationDir, fileID); 

Light probe: Spherical HDR images of the environment. 

Signature: retrieveDataFile (sessionticket, destinationDir, fileID); 

Pre-computed data: transfer of coefficients, computed with the PRT pre-process phase. 

Signature: retrieveDataFile (sessionticket, destinationDir, fileID); 

Output to RI: 

3D artefact with PRT Material: Shaders that perform the PRT lighting calculation at run-time. 

Signature: ingestFile(sessionticket, filename, Data-OR-struct, MR-metadata-filename, MData-OR-

struct, consistencyAssertion); 

Pre-computed data: The data, which is going to be used during the rendering phase. 

Signature: ingestFile(sessionticket, filename, Data-OR-struct, MR-metadata-filename, MData- OR-

struct, consistencyAssertion); 
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4.1.4.9 User interface 

Based on the use cases for the PRT rendering process, it is now possible to derive and sketch a 

first conception of a user interface for the component, which you can see on the right.
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4.1.5 T9.1 – VSL: GML Render Component (TUGraz) 

4.1.5.1 Purpose 

The GML Render Node Core allows the integration of generative geometry created with GML into an 

OpenSG scene graph. The GML geometry description is much smaller than the resulting shape. 

Furthermore it is possible to modify variables of the GML shape code on a per-frame basis. In this way a 

large variety of shapes can be generated from the same GML code base in real time. Also the same 

instances of the GML geometry can be used multiple times in the scene graph via instancing using the 

general node core mechanism of OpenSG. 

4.1.5.2 Use scenario 

A 3D-COFORM developer wants to use GML geometry within an OpenSG-based application. This will be 

possible by adding a library defining the custom render node to the existing application. 

4.1.5.3 Functional requirements 

The GML node core interacts with the OpenSG API. The following items are required for the node core 

to work: 

 Initialization and update of a GML interpreter - One GML interpreter is used for each 

instance of the parametric geometry. The initialization will be performed by the OpenSG 

core automatically on creation time. 

 Providing an interface to variables - Variables are defined by the GML code. The 

interface has to handle an (almost) arbitrary number of variables. The types of the 

variables are handled and checked by the code itself and not by the interface. Values 

can be given as strings which are converted by the GML interpreter. 

 Rendering with respect to the OpenSG camera - The depth oracle of GML's adaptive 

tessellation algorithm needs to know the viewport definition. For the user’s 

convenience, all the camera parameters are extracted automatically from the OpenGL 

state just before the geometry is rendered. 

 Providing a bounding volume - OpenSG needs a bounding volume for each render 

node, for example to calculate view frustum culling. 

 Providing a ray intersect for picking - For interaction with the GML geometry, an 

intersect test has to be provided for the OpenSG intersect action. 
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 Adding a file format extension for GML node cores - The GML code can be given as a 

string to the core. Similar to other geometry, also an extension to the OpenSG file 

handler will be made to load in XML-based GML files. 

 Reporting errors from the GML interpreter - For debugging the GML code a feedback 

from the interpreter to the application is needed. GML's error report function will be 

available through the node core. 

4.1.5.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

Internally, the component will hold a GML interpreter for each GML render node. 

4.1.5.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

The component is registered with the VSL Scene Manager as a ‘loader’ and a ‘renderer’.  

The component provides a call function that receives a string containing GML commands. This function 

can be called to manipulate the GML model at runtime, e.g. change its shape parameters. The 

component provides another function to retrieve GML objects as strings. Using the GML-RPC API, the 

VSL and the software layers above can retrieve information about the GML objects (e.g. current shape 

parameter settings).  

4.1.5.4 Use cases 

Pseudo-code of how to add a GML node core to an OpenSG scene graph and set some variable of the 

geometry: 

 

4.1.5.5 Required services 

 VSL scene manager 

4.1.5.6 Provided services 

A custom render node for GML geometry is provided for every OpenSG-based application. 

// create the GML OpenSG core 

GMLWrapCoreRecPtr exampleCore = GMLWrapCore::create(); 

exampleCore->setXgmlCodeFromFile(filename, itemname); 

//create the node containing the GML core 

NodeRecPtr gmlNode = Node::create(); 

gmlNode->setCore(exampleCore); 

//change some variable of the GML geometry 

exampleCore->setVariable("cylinder",toString(12)); 
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4.1.5.7 Used data types 

GML geometry is defined in an XML-based file (.xgml format) or as plain text (.gml format). It can also be 

created at runtime by the application from GML code strings directly provided to the node via the call() 

function. 

4.1.5.8 Interfaces with the RI 

None 

4.1.5.9 User interface 

None 
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4.1.6 T9.1 – VSL: BTF Render Component  (UBonn) 

UBonn contributes to this task by specifying a specialized render node for advanced material and 

surface appearance representations captured in WP4: the Bidirectional Texture Function (BTF) Material 

Core component. We have already implemented an alpha version of this node, restricted to a limited 

set of BTF compressions and light-sources, which is based on OpenSG2 and is capable of rendering 3D 

objects with BTF materials at interactive frame rates. 

4.1.6.1 Purpose 

As part of Task 9.1 – Visualization nodes for supported artefact representations, the purpose of the BTF 

Material Core is to provide the technical infrastructure for presenting the cultural artefacts that were 

acquired using the Multiview Dome. Rather than rendering the complete artefact independently, we 

will implement our component for use as a render node in a common scene graph system. Since the 

Multiview Dome, on the one hand, generates a standard 3D mesh, which can already be displayed using 

the proposed OpenSG2 scene graph system, the purpose of this component is instead the rendering of 

the high quality BTF material representations that are acquired along with the geometry. 

Our component will be part of the 3D-COFORM Visual Support Library (VSL) and can in that way be 

invoked in any viewer application that uses the VSL, e.g. the 3D-COFORM Integrated Viewer Browser. 

4.1.6.2 Use scenario 

Programmers of viewing applications, such as the Integrated Viewer Browser, want to display digitized 

3D objects with complex BTF materials in their viewer. Typically, the viewing application would retrieve 

a single 3D object with BTF materials or a scene containing such objects. The viewer will render the 3D 

object by using a geometry node, containing the acquired 3D mesh, with the BTF Material Core 

component attached to it.  Another use scenario would be to attach the BTF materials to surfaces other 

than the acquired 3D meshes, e.g. for displaying a material-preview or provide synthetic objects with a 

“high quality texture”. 

4.1.6.3 Functional requirements 

In this section, we derive functional requirements from the 3D-COFORM BTF Material Core scenario that 

was briefly sketched above. We focus here only on the external/integration requirements.  

4.1.6.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

Internally, the BTF Material Core component does need a functionality to find out the used compression 

algorithm of a given BTF material and initialize appropriate GLSL-shaders and textures. Additionally, the 

component will need to parse the scene graph in order to determine the number and type of light 

sources that illuminate the associated geometry. 
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4.1.6.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

The component is registered with the VSL Scene Manager as a ‘loader’ and a ‘renderer’. 

Since the BTF Material Core will be a part of the 3D-COFORM VSL, which builds on the OpenSG2 

framework, most of the integration requirements are inflicted by OpenSG2. In fact, the user will never 

directly interact with this component, but rather with a viewer application that uses the VSL. Also, 

communication with other components in the VSL or even the viewer application itself, will mostly be 

indirect, using the scene graph metaphor. The imperative questions therefore are the following: 

What integration into the OpenSG2 framework? 

As BTFs are representations of materials, we would like to use the concept of material cores, which 

conveniently exists in OpenSG2. A viewer application should then be able to load these cores into nodes 

in the scene graph. This will render all child-nodes that contain geometry using the material in the node. 

What type of core to provide? 

Two goals of Task 9.1 were to achieve interactive frame-rates as well as photo-realistic quality. 

Therefore, we provide a material rendering core that ideally meets both requirements. Doing so 

requires the use of GLSL-shaders, which are conveniently supported by OpenSG2 too. 

Apart from standard point and directional lighting, we also consider image based lighting for greater 

realism. For that we require a per-vertex spherical harmonics representation of the image based lighting 

in the form of pre-computed radiance transfer. This function will be provided by FhG-IGD.  

 

4.1.6.4 Use cases 

 Create core – First, the user will need to create a new BTF Material Core, providing the 

binary data, retrieved from the OR. 
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 Attach core – Finally, the user would want to attach a created core directly to a 

geometry-node or to an empty node in the scene graph. 

4.1.6.5 Provided services 

As an OpenSG2 material core, the BTF Material Core does not provide any service to the other 3D-

COFORM components. 

4.1.6.6 Required services 

 VSL scene manager 

 Rendering of 3D geometry data – A material needs to be applied to a surface in order to 

be displayed in a meaningful way. The viewer application has to provide such a surface 

geometry. 

 Simple lighting – Bidirectional Texture Functions describe the reflectance behaviour of 

the surface under certain light and view directions. Therefore, the viewer should 

provide at least one light source in the scene graph that illuminates the geometry 

rendered using the BTF material core. 

 Pre-computed Radiance Transfer – To allow a truly photo-realistic appearance of the 

BTF materials, image based lighting (IBL) is important. Our component will support IBL 

using pre-computed radiance transfer (PRT). The viewer application invoking our BTF-

PRT material core, needs to be able to provide this PRT information (see section 4.1.4). 

4.1.6.7 Used data types 

4.1.6.7.1 Internal Data Types 

The BTF Material Core will use OpenSG2 data types, as it will be derived from OSG::ChunkMaterial : 

 
Figure 8: inheritance diagram of the BTF Material Core 

4.1.6.7.2 IO Data Types 

Our provided component's only requirement towards data types is the support for the compressed BTF 

binary format. For a meaningful representation of the CH artefacts acquired with the Multiview Dome, 

however, it is also necessary to retrieve and display the 3D meshes that were recorded along with the 

materials. The task of retrieving and creating an expedient scene graph has to be performed by the 

viewing application. 
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Suggested Data Types: 

3D mesh (in 3D-COFORM standard format): in a/the standard 3D-COFORM mesh format. 

Surface material(s): as compressed BTF binary format (provided by UBonn). 

4.1.6.8 Interfaces with the RI 

There will be no direct communication between the BTF Material Core and the Repository 

Infrastructure. Instead, a viewer application, using the BTF Material Core in nodes in a scene graph, will 

manage the communication. 

4.1.6.9 User interface 

None 
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4.1.7 T9.1 – VSL: Mini-Dome Render Component (KUL) 

4.1.7.1 Purpose 

KUL is developing the portable mini-dome device within WP4 that uses a camera and many LED light 

source to capture the appearance and shape of small objects such as cuneiform tablets.  The approach is 

well suited to capturing subtle details of shape and reflectance that are difficult to capture with 

standard 3D modelling techniques.  As part of the WP4 contribution, KUL is developing an interactive 

viewer to visualize the results under varying lighting conditions and enhance details.  While this could 

form the basis of a unique rendering node, the current capabilities of the mini-dome are well captured 

by the existing 3D geometry rendering nodes.  The more advanced material properties that coming 

versions of the mini-dome will capture will be either directly supported by the material node UBonn is 

developing, or will require a similar material node that KUL will develop.  This will depend on the format 

in which materials are ultimately stored, which is discussed in D4.1 – First Year Report on WP4 – 3D 

Artefact Acquisition. 

4.1.7.2 Use scenario 

A 3D-COFORM partner wishes to incorporate mini-dome data in an OpenSG-based application. 

4.1.7.3 Functional requirements 

4.1.7.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

The requirements of any specialized mini-dome material core component would be identical to those of 

the UBonn multi-view dome, i.e. the ability to extract the number and type of light sources from the 

scene graph, and access to shader hardware.  However, the preferred option is make appearance data 

captured with the mini-dome compatible with UBonn's material core component, thereby limiting the 

number of distinct tools with overlapping functionality. 

4.1.7.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

The component is registered with the VSL Scene Manager as a ‘loader’ and a ‘renderer’. 

As with the internal/component requirements, the external requirements of any mini-dome specific 

material core would be identical to those of UBonn. 

4.1.7.4 Use cases 

 Retrieve 3D object and associated material: The mini-dome is designed primarily to acquire 

appearance of specific objects, and not to also acquire for material representations for use on 

other objects.  KUL therefore anticipates using the appearance information captured with the 
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object, rather than separately retrieving a distinct material.  However there is no technical 

obstacle to the latter scenario. 

 View object 

4.1.7.5 Provided services 

As an OpenSG2 material core, any KUL material core would not provide any service to the other 3D-

COFORM components. 

4.1.7.6 Required services 

A distinct mini-dome component would require the same services as the UBonn BTF Material Core: 

 VSL scene manager 

 Rendering of 3D geometry data: The viewer must have the ability to display the 3D model, while 

the material core will take care of shading.  The normal maps that are currently computed can 

be represented as purely 3D geometry data, and do not require a dedicated material core. 

 Lighting: The viewer must provide at least one light source that illuminates the object, or it will 

not be visible. 

 Pre-computed Radiance Transfer: True photo-realism requires a full simulation of complex 

lighting and its inter-reflection between objects in the scene.  PRT is a mechanism to pre-

compute this light propagation so it can be efficiently rendered. 

4.1.7.7 Used data types 

4.1.7.7.1 Internal Data Types 

Any dedicated material core will use OpenSG2 data types. 

4.1.7.7.2 IO Data Types 

Supporting mini-dome data will require the ability to load 3D geometry and appearance data.  Geometry 

will be stored in the standard 3D-COFORM mesh format (COLLADA-L); materials will be stored in a to-be-

determined format suited to the data captured by the mini-dome.  However it is the preference of KUL 

to provide this in a format compatible with UBonn's materials. 

4.1.7.8 Interfaces with the RI 

There will be no direct communication between a mini-dome material core and the RI.  Communication 

will be managed by the viewer application and communicated through the scene graph. 
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4.1.7.9 User interface 

None 

4.1.8 T9.1 – Deviation from work plan 

UoB:  No deviations from work plan.  Alpha version works already, so we have over-achieved. 

ETHZ:  No deviations from work plan.  Alpha version works already, so we have over-achieved. 

ISTI-CNR: No deviations from work plan.  Alpha version works already, so we have over-achieved. 

FhG-IGD:  No deviations from work plan.  Alpha version works already, so we have over-achieved. 

TUGraz: No deviations from work plan.  Alpha version works already, so we have over-achieved. 

UBonn:  No deviations from work plan.  Alpha version works already, so we have over-achieved. 

KUL:  No deviations from work plan.  Alpha version works already, so we have over-achieved. 

4.1.9 T9.1 – Plans for the next period  

 UoB: 

o Implementation of the VSL Scene Manager. We will focus on providing the 

support required by viewers within the 3D-COFORM framework  

o Allowing for basic hooks for a scripting interface (to be used, e.g. by GML, see 

T9.3) 

o At least one technique for balancing mixed nodes in a scene will be 

implemented and tested by using scenes with several types of nodes. 

 ETHZ: 

o In the second year of the project, ETHZ will implement the VSL CityEngine 

Render component using the rendering approach currently under development 

as part of WP5. 

 ISTI-CNR: 

o Convert research code into industrial strength code. 

o Improve compression, support textures. 

 FhG-IGD:  

o Development of the PRT rendering component will continue. 

o Goal: Infrastructure for photorealistic rendering of industrial as well as CH 

artefacts. 

 TUGraz: 

o Optimizing the rendering load by using LOD on the rendered GML models. 

o Extensive testing also together with the GML based scene graph scripting. 
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 UBonn:  

o The implementation of the BTF rendering will be improved to support lighting 

from (multiple) light-sources in the scene. 

o We will work together with FhG-IDG to enable PRT lighting for BTF materials. 

 KUL: 

o KUL will integrate support for data acquired with the mini-dome into the 

geometry and material nodes developed by other partners, or if needed, will 

develop parallel nodes to support the mini-dome's own data formats.   

o The new data format itself will be defined as part of WP4. 
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4.2 T9.2 – Complexity reduction for public and web presentation  

Task T9.2 is an extension of, and consequently builds upon, the VSL architecture developed in T9.1. 

Since T9.2 is not the only task using the VSL, the clear focus in the project was on pushing forward T9.1. 

As described in the previous section, substantial results could be achieved. However, in developing T9.1 

we need to take into account the requirements from the dependent tasks, and that is why we have 

already done some work in T9.2 at this point, as reported below.  

4.2.1 T9.2 – Work performed at KUL (KUL) 

KUL has focused its efforts in Year One on the other tasks that had higher priority than T9.2. 

4.2.2 T9.2 – Work performed at ISTI-CNR (ISTI-CNR) 

ISTI-CNR has also focused its efforts in Year One on the other tasks that had higher priority than T9.2. 

4.2.3 T9.2 – GML: Server-side & streaming & CP-LOD (TUGraz) 

The set of tools of TUGraz in T9.2 has three parts: 

 Server-side rendering 

 Streaming of GML models 

 LOD techniques based on convex polyhedra (CP) 

We have done preparatory work in all three areas. However, we had to prioritize the tasks. Since the 

most complex work is the CP-based LOD, creating the foundations for it was emphasized. The streaming 

part was realized already in a web-based environment in a different project of ours.  

We are not yet in the position to give a full functional specification for these parts, therefore we 

describe what has been done in more detail as follows. 

4.2.3.1 T9.2 Part 1 – Server-Side Rendering of GML Models 

Initial tests were performed using software-based rendering, namely using a software-based OpenGL 

renderer, Mesa 6.4.2 from www.opengl.org. The tests were successful in that we could create a service 

that runs in background and renders GML models when requested via a web service. The advantage of 

the software solution is that models can be rendered even on server computers that typically have no 

graphics board attached. However, the computational load is not small, so the system does not scale 

when many users access the same server at the same time. 

http://www.opengl.org/
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We envisage using specialized render servers with built-in graphics hardware. This will allow a 10-100 

fold increase in frame rate and thus allow a much larger number of simultaneous user sessions. 

However, we have found some issues with creating a service that runs in background and wishes to 

access the graphics hardware when nobody is logged in. These issues will have to be resolved. 

4.2.3.2 T9.2 Part 2 – Streaming of GML Models 

We have realized the web transmission of GML models for a system for a client-server system where a 

user can “formulate” a shape query by using a simplified set of modelling tools in a web browser. After 

every modelling step, the new modelling operation is sent to the server, and the server rebuilds the 

model and uses it for a shape query. This way, both client and server are synchronized in the sense that 

both hold exactly the same GML model. The update rates are so good that we can even perform live 

updates of the query result set after each modelling step. The system was created as part of a different 

project, PROBADO, therefore it is not cited as 3D-COFORM publication. However, we now have the 

technology in place, of course [René Berndt, Sven Havemann, and Dieter Fellner. 3D modelling in a 

web browser to formulate content-based. Proceedings Web3D, 2009]. 

4.2.3.3 T9.2 Part 3 – LOD techniques based on convex polyhedra 

Convex Polyhedra (CPs) are a generalization of boxes, in that the sides do not have to be parallel. 

Mathematically, a CP is an intersection of half-spaces, each half-space given by an infinite plane that 

divides 3-space in two infinite parts, called “interior” and “exterior”. The intersection of two such half-

spaces is an infinite “wedge”, since the planes intersect in one infinite line (if they are parallel). Any 

tetrahedron is the intersection of four half-spaces; a box can obviously also be represented that way. 

But many other shapes are also convex, for instance the stones used for constructing buildings. 

CPs have many interesting properties, namely that they are compatible with binary space partitions 

(BSP-trees), and they support very effective ray intersection. This makes them the ideal device for fast 

occlusion tests. The idea is to use “inscribed” convex polyhedral as occluders, both for rendering based 

on ray casting and on rasterization (OpenGL extension for occlusion testing). 

One of the greater problems is how to obtain good convex polyhedra. We pursue an approach that we 

consider clever, namely to obtain the convex polyhedral directly from the modelling application. That is, 

we have created a GML extension for convex polyhedra. It supports a wide range of operations, 

including several types of regular splits, which enable very fast and very precise 3D modelling. Figure 9 

shows what we can do with convex polyhedral so far. 
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Figure 9: Convex polyhedral are a generalization of boxes and, since they are volumetric, they are ideal 

occluders.  

Our idea is to use the convex polyhedral as spatial volumetric “anchors” of the GML mesh modelling 

engine used during the modelling process. In that case, the CPs themselves will not be rendered, but 

only the Combined B-Rep meshes – more precisely, the portion of the (presumably very, very large) 

Combined B-Rep mesh that are in front of the occluders represented as convex polyhedral.
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4.2.4 T9.2 – Streaming of Complex Materials (UBonn) 

Considering streaming-based client side rendering, presenting CH objects with complex BTF materials 

over a network is a difficult task. Even though a compressed BTF material representation, which our 

visualization node in T9.1 will use, is significantly smaller than the tenths of gigabytes of an 

uncompressed version, the size of such a material lies – depending on compression technique and 

desired quality – still in the range of ten to hundred megabytes. This file size is clearly still a challenge for 

today's network capacities, especially when looking at consumer internet connections. Furthermore, on 

current machines, only a few BTF materials can be held in memory in full quality. This is a serious draw 

back when rendering huge scenes, like excavation sites, with many different objects. Therefore, level-of-

detail approaches have to be applied. 

This problem is an interesting aspect in current research and no well established solution exists yet. 

Several directions could possibly be pursued. First of all, a simple approach would be to generate 

versions of the same material with different compression methods and quality, and to transmit a 

suitable version, depending on the connection capacity and transmission quality (with the possibility to 

transmit a higher-quality version at a later point). However, there are also interesting prospects of LOD-

streaming in some compression techniques themselves. A PCA-based compression technique, for 

example, would first allow the sending of only a few components, resulting in a coarse representation of 

the material, and then subsequently the sending of and more and more components, progressively 

improving the visual quality of the material. 

The second possibility seems to be better suited for the task at hand and we would like to pursue this in 

further research over next year. Unfortunately, since sufficient streaming methods still have to be 

developed, creating conclusive functional specifications for such streaming components is not possible 

at the moment. We prefer to specify a first draft of such a component, with the important note that the 

specification could change in the course of ongoing research. 

4.2.4.1 Purpose 

The BTF-LOD-Streaming component will allow a client-side viewer application to display a huge scene, 

including 3D objects with complex materials, being streamed in real-time over a network connection, 

e.g. the internet. Problems arise in the amount of data that can be transmitted over the network 

connection, as well as the amount of data that can be held in memory for rendering.  The BTF-LOD-

Streaming component provides a way to (progressively) transfer different level of details of BTF 

materials, allowing a trade-off between render-quality and network or memory demands. 

4.2.4.2 Use scenario 

A user at a museum kiosk or other 3D-COFORM CH viewer interface would like to explore a complex 

scene, including objects with BTF materials, which is only accessible over a network connection, in real-

time. 
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4.2.4.3 Functional requirements 

4.2.4.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

To allow fast transmission of materials to the client, the component needs to be able to process a 

potentially large BTF file and create a new, streaming friendly representation, supporting different levels 

of detail. Furthermore the component should send a data-stream over the network from a streaming-

server and receive a data-stream on the streaming-client. It is very likely that an arbitrary BTF file has to 

be preprocessed on the server-side, first, before being streamed over a network. 

4.2.4.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

The component needs to be integrated into the streaming-server that is providing the content of the 

scene and into the viewer-application that is running on the (distant) client.  

4.2.4.4 Use cases 

 Create streamable material format 

The server-side part of the component needs to preprocess given materials that should 

be part of a streamable scene. 

 Request data-stream 

The client-side part of the component will request a data-stream for the desired 

material. It will probably also demand a certain level of detail, depending on local 

memory and network capabilities. 

 Send data-stream 

The server-side part will send a data-stream for a requested material to the client. 

 Receive data-stream 

The client-side part needs to be able to receive a material data-stream from a 

streaming-server. 

 Render (partially) received material 

The user will want the client-side part of the component to render the (partially) 

received materials. 

4.2.4.5 Provided services 

The BTF-LOD-Streaming component provides a streaming service to be included in a streaming-server, 

as well as a viewer-application on the streaming-client. Furthermore, the component will provide 

different level of details of the requested materials, depending on the client’s demands. 

4.2.4.6 Required services 

 VSL scene manager 

 Data transmission 
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The streaming-server as well as the streaming-client need to provide services to 

transmit data (the material-data-streams) over a network. 

 Material rendering 

In order to display the streamed material, the viewer-application has to provide the 

means to render BTF materials, e.g. the BTF Material Core. 

4.2.4.7 Used data types 

4.2.4.7.1 IO Data Types 

The server-side part of the component needs to be able to process materials to make them streamable: 

Surface material(s): as compressed BTF binary format (provided by UBonn). 

4.2.4.8 Interfaces with the RI 

There will be no direct communication between the BTF-LOD-Streaming component and the Repository 

Infrastructure.
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4.2.5 T9.2 – Deviation from work plan 

KUL:  The work is shifted to Year Two, but this is not a deviation from the work plan. 

ISTI-CNR: The work is shifted to Year Two, but this is not a deviation from the work plan. 

TUGraz:  No deviations from work plan. 

UBonn: No deviations from work plan. 

4.2.6 T9.2 – Plans for the next period  

 KUL: 

o Investigate applications of geometric LOD and material simplification to 

determine the best approach for data streaming.  While material simplification 

approaches developed by UBonn will be applicable, the mini-dome data is 

better suited than the multi-view data to approximation by inherently compact 

parametric reflection models. 

 ISTI-CNR: 

o Implement streaming support for nexus models. 

o Explore the possibility to implement a WebGL simplified version of nexus. 

 TUGraz: 

o Server-side Rendering:  

 Exploit graphics hardware for fast rendering of GML models 

 Identify bottlenecks in the client-server communication 

o Streaming of GML models: 

 Create a direct connection between two GML processes on different 

computers 

 Create a robust bi-directional connection with fast connect / disconnect 

 Create a one-to-many connection that can be scripted  

o Convex Polyhedra: 

 Experimentation with the occlusion culling extension, measure 

performance  

 Experimentation with hybrid CP / CB-rep models for culling / rendering 

 UBonn:  

o We will continue to look into LOD streaming of materials, using PCA compressed 

BTFs 

o Goal: loading PCA compressed materials subsequently, gradually improving the 

quality of the displayed material 
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4.3 T9.3 – Visualization and navigation tools for public 

dissemination 

4.3.1 T9.3 – The Community Browser (ISTI-CNR) 

4.3.1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the 3D-COFORM Community Browser is to enable a moderately skilled web developer to 

build a museum application for virtual exploration of 3D artefacts, and to enable the public audience to 

explore the model and to browse the associated multimedia. 

Given the broad spectrum of possible applications, the focus is to maximize flexibility in interface design. 

The focus will be first on 3D scene with a single artefact. It will still be able to display larger scenes, but 

this tool is not a site explorer, i.e. there is no sophisticated LOD management etc.  

Concerning the authoring part, we assume that, a  museum web designer, for example, starts with text 

documents, images, videos, and 3D models that are hand-picked and are collected using the IVB and the 

search tools developed within 3D-COFORM. The available material can be imported into the Community 

Browser, where it is configured, arranged, set up and combined. The designer defines viewpoints and 

coordinate frames, can do some scripting using standard tools (e.g. for JavaScript), and links the pages. 

Finally, the whole digital exhibition can be exported, deployed to the museum, and displayed in 3D 

kiosks in the museum. 

In general we will not attack the problem of provenance of data in derived works (web sites, for 

example) and whether or not some tool should be provided to track the origin of various snippets of text 

and manage their insertion into the 3D-COFORM RI. So it may be, but is not enforced, that all digital raw 

material used for the digital exhibition is available in the RI. 

4.3.1.2 Use scenario 

A museum wants a virtual display of 3D artefacts, well designed and complete with additional 

multimedia information. The respective physical artefacts may not be available in an inappropriate 

condition (e.g. damaged, undergoing restoration), or might be not fully accessible etc. 

The museum has a graphics designer to create the look and feel of the application, and an IT technician 

to translate the graphics into HTML/QT widgets, OpenSG nodes and connect the various elements of the 

interface throughout signals and slots using JavaScript and the declarative UI. 
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4.3.1.3 Functional requirements 

The application should: 

1. be able to display multimedia content: documents, images, video and sound. 

2. allow for a number of visual 'contexts': 3D browsing, document display, indexes, etc. 

3. be able to work with simple scenes and display all supported 3D representations in 3D-COFORM 

(point clouds, meshes, BTF etc. ) 

4. allow for user interaction with the 3D scene in the form of on-hover highlighting, picking and 

clicking of anchors and model(s). 

5. be fully scriptable 

The proposed solution is to integrate Webkit (using Qt, of course) and allow for full HTML support. The 

advantages are: 

 HTML coding is a common skill for web designers 

 Easy and consistent styling of the application (to match style of the exhibition) 

 All standard media are supported (audio, video, images) 

 Scriptable: can be connected with Qt signals/slots using javascript. 

 Code could be reused for website. 

 

We plan to allow for OpenSG scenes to be included in the presentation as multimedia objects. The 

nodes (models, trackballs, lights) in the scene must provide a control interface to show, hide, 

showAnchors, onClick, onOver etc. A declarative UI or QML (see Qt for specifications) then allows 

creating interfaces by simple scripts using JavaScript, and can be extended to describe OpenSG nodes. 

QML is modular and allows for the creation of reusable components and templates.  

4.3.1.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

Not yet completely defined. 

4.3.1.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

Not yet completely defined. 

4.3.1.4 Use cases 

A museum wants to allow virtual comparison between a model before and after restoration 

highlighting a few specific interventions. 

The IT expert and the CH professional searches and retrieves the respective 3D models from the 

repository using the browser, defines and exports the anchors,  texts and images associated with the 

restoration (showing, for example,  the broken arm of the David statue). 
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The IT expert selects a model pair display template from the set of templates available and fills in the 

models and anchor paths, the html documents created from the text and images. 

A graphics designer creates the 'skin' for the presentation modifying background images, CSS, etc. 

4.3.1.5 Provided services 

The Community Browser will provide no service to the other 3D-COFORM components. Presenting is a 

way to take content from the RI and to deploy it in museums for display. 

4.3.1.6 Required services 

Repository infrastructure for searching and retrieving content. 

4.3.1.7 Used data types 

 3D models  

 Multimedia content (hypertext, images, videos) 

 HTML pages, JavaScript scripts, CSS 

 QML scripts for interface declarations 

 

4.3.1.7.1 Internal Data Types 

Not yet completely defined. 

4.3.1.7.2 IO Data Types 

Not yet completely defined. 

4.3.1.8 Interfaces with the RI 

The Community Browser itself will not communicate with the repository. 

4.3.1.9 User interface 

The ‘user interface’ of the Community Browser authoring part is composed of different tools: 

 the 3D-COFORM IVB to export 3d models, anchors, images, html 

 standard tools for the creation of images, html pages, videos etc. 

 selection from a set of available QML templates and customize them using a text editor.  

 

Probably good documentation, debugging tools and error reporting is more important than a GUI.  
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4.3.2 T9.3 – Scene Graph Scripting with GML (TUGraz) 

TU-GRAZ will provide a general scripting interface for OpenSG. It can be used to create and modify scene 

graphs and to define and control applications behaviour. The Generative Modelling Language (GML) will 

be provided as scene graph scripting language. The scripting interface will be connected to the scene 

manager component created by University of Brighton (UoB, see Section 4.1.1 from T9.1 in this report). 

For the scripting interface the scene manager will provide access to the scene graph, the camera and a 

customized load mechanism. It will also be used to send user input events to the scripting interface and 

to synchronize the frame redraw to enable multi-screen rendering. 

4.3.2.1 Purpose 

The scripting interface is used to define and control applications. It provides access to the OpenSG scene 

graph for creation and manipulation of scene elements. New nodes can be created by scripting 

commands and added on arbitrary nodes in the scene graph. For the modification of transformations 

and other purposes it is possible to add additional objects to the scene (‘gizmos’). This supplemental 

geometry is not part of the actual scene but only used for user interaction.  

The scripting interface is also able to trigger functionality that is added to the scene manager by UoB. In 

this way it is able to load render nodes and scenes using the methods provided by the scene manager. 

The manager is also used as an entry point for user interaction like mouse and keyboard inputs. It will 

also be possible to connect drivers of ‘exotic’ user interfaces via sockets. 

4.3.2.2 Use scenario 

The scripting interface is used in addition to the C++ access to OpenSG functionality. But it will be 

possible to create 3D applications purely by scripting, even to the point of defining ‘plots’. 

To insert a script into the component, it can be loaded from a file. Script calls can be done by calling a 

method of the interface or via network call. Those network calls are a very flexible way to trigger 

functions of a script from other applications and other machines for more complex 3D kiosk setups. 

4.3.2.3 Functional requirements 

4.3.2.3.1 Basic commands 

The interface will provide a set of basic commands for scene graph manipulation. This will include  

 creation of new nodes 

 adding and removing child nodes 

 changing the material of geometry nodes 

And in combination with the scene manager from UoB, the following commands are added 
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 reading nodes from file 

 react on user input  

 changing navigation mode 

 controlling the load balancing of the scene manager 

For animations it is also necessary to communicate with the scene manager. The manager gives access 

to the camera and animating the camera or elements in the scene graph has to be synchronized with 

the frame update of the application. The scripting interface needs a reference to the scene manager in 

order to call its methods. Furthermore it will provide the following callback methods for standard 

interactions that are called by the scene manager: 

 init, exit 

 frameUpdate 

 keyPress 

 mousePress, mouseRelease, mouseMove 

This set of interaction methods will be gradually refined to allow also for non-standard input devices to 

be connected. The processing of user inputs is optional. Especially in combination with navigation 

modes added to the scene manager, it may be necessary to deactivate, e.g. the free 3D navigation. 

4.3.2.3.2 Error Handling 

The scripting interface provides methods to access the GML execution stack and the state of the GML 

interpreter. By monitoring the state of the interpreter it is possible to discover GML errors. A message 

queue will be used for error messages. 

4.3.2.3.3 Network Connection 

As an additional way of communicating with the scripting interface it will provide a socket connection. 

The connection will be optional and can also be deactivated. Via a network it is possible to call script 

functions from other applications and from other machines. 

4.3.2.3.4 Additional sets of Commands 

It will be possible to add new commands to the scripting language. Sets of commands can be added as a 

GML resource. Some extensions may require additional methods to be added to the scene manager 

component. 

4.3.2.4 Use cases 

The scripting language is a general interface for many use cases. The following cases cover most of the 

basic commands defined in the functional requirements 

 Use case 1: Create a scene graph consisting of multiple render nodes 

 Use case 2: Define a call back function for a click event 
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 Use case 3: Define a camera animation 

4.3.2.4.1 Use case 1: Create a scene graph 

Actors:   Scene manager 

Goal:    Scene graphs can be created purely by scripting.  

Precondition:  The scene manager provides a root node and a script file with a scene creation 

method is available. 

Postcondition:  The scene graph is successfully created as defined in the script file and added to the 

root node of the scene manager. 

Errorcondition: The scene is not created and an error string is added to the message queue of the 

scripting interface. 

Trigger:  The script is loaded and executed by the application. 

Success Scenario: 

1. The load method of the script interface is called with a script file name. 

2. No error occurs while loading. 

3. The main function of the script is called. 

4. No error occurs while execution. 

5. The created scene graph is present as child node of the manager's root node 

The two examples below show GML code that is actually working, but command names and 

functionality may be subject to modification or change during the project, in particular during Year Two. 

Example Pseudo-Code 1: 

 

Example Pseudo-Code 2: 

osg-newnode !nodeA 

osg-getroot :nodeA osg-addchild 

"somefile" osg-load !nodeB 

:nodeA :nodeB osg-addchild 

:nodeB (4,0,0) osg-translate 

:nodeB osg-clone !nodeC 

:nodeA :nodeC osg-addchild 

:nodeC (0,1,0) 45 osg-rotate 
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4.3.2.4.2 Define a callback function 

Actors:   Scene manager 

Goal:    Callback functions are used to react on user inputs. 

Precondition:  A script file is loaded and the scene manager allows the script to process user inputs. 

Postcondition: The callback function is executed by user inputs. 

Errorcondition: An error string is added to the message queue of the scripting interface and the 

callback function is not executed. 

Trigger:   The script is loaded and executed by the application. 

Success Scenario: 

1. The load method of the script interface is called with a script file name. 

2. No error occurs while loading. 

3. The main function of the script is called. 

4. No error occurs while execution. 

5. The callback function is executed by user inputs. 

Example Pseudo-Code: 

 

4.3.2.4.3 Define a camera animation 

Actors:   Scene manager 

dict :nodeA { "node A clicked" osg-echo } io-callback 
 

/osg-currentnode osg-getroot def 

/SN  { usereg osg-newnode dup !node exch osg-setname  

       osg-currentnode :node osg-addchild /osg-currentnode :node def } 

def 

/EN  { /osg-currentnode osg-currentnode osg-getparent def } def 

/APN { osg-currentnode exch osg-addchild } def 

 

/room SN 

  /table SN 

  "object1" osg-load APN 

  "object2" osg-load APN  

  EN 

  /chair SN   

  EN 

EN 
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Goal:    Camera animations are an essential way to present 3D scenes. 

Precondition:  A script file is loaded and a scene is created. 

Postcondition: The camera moves to the defined position. 

Errorcondition:  An error string is added to the message queue of the scripting interface and the 

camera does not move. 

Trigger:   Triggers for a camera animation can be defined in many ways, e.g. user input or a 

timer event. 

Success Scenario: 

1. The load method of the script interface is called with a script file name. 

2. No error occurs while loading. 

3. The trigger function of the script is called. 

4. No error occurs while execution. 

5. The camera moves to the defined position. 

Example Pseudo-Code: 

 

4.3.2.5 Provided services 

A general scripting interface is very useful for flexible application creation. Complex user interfaces can 

be tested in different variations without compiling C++ code.  The powerful control structure can also be 

used from within other applications using a network connection. 

4.3.2.6 Required services 

The scripting interface depends on the scene manager by UoB. 

4.3.2.7 Used data types 

GML geometry is defined in an XML-based file (.xgml format) or as plain text (.gml format). GML scripts 

can also be defined and executed at runtime using the call() function of the C++ API. 

4.3.2.8 Interfaces with the RI 

Interaction with the RI may be added by additional scripting commands. 

(3.62444,-3.48175,3.64843)      

(-0.5,0.0,0.0) 

(-0.387506,0.407476,0.826924) 

osg-anim-camera 
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4.3.3 T9.3 – The Virtual Lighting Setup Tool (UBonn) 

4.3.3.1 Purpose 

The Lighting Setup Tool component will enable CH professionals to arrange a set of supported light-

sources, i.e. point-, directional- and image-based-light-sources. This will allow the emphasis of surface 

details, such as engraving, of digitized CH artefacts with light-direction dependent materials-

representations (e.g. BTFs) or fine geometric details. Subtle changes in illumination can have a great 

influence on the way the object's meso-structure is received by a viewer (see Figure 10). Our tool will 

guide the CH professional in the creation of lighting-setup that is needed to create a desired effect. 

            

Figure 10: difference in perception under varying lighting configurations. In the left image, the subtle 

geometric details of the harness are accentuated by the lighting, while in the right image, previously 

hidden details on the ears become visible. 

4.3.3.2 Use scenario 

The CH expert wants to produce a meaningful presentation of a CH artefact and direct the attention of 

viewers to a certain aspect of the object, by improving the perception of details on the artefact’s surface 

using an optimized lighting setup. 
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4.3.3.3 Functional requirements 

4.3.3.3.1 Internal/Component Requirements 

To allow the creation of complex light setups, the lighting setup tool needs to support easy creation, 

manipulation and deleting of different kinds of light-sources. The placement of the light-sources in the 

scene needs to be intuitive and should mostly be possible without the need to change the camera 

perspective that is used to evaluate the influence of the lighting. This is important for objects with light- 

and view-dependent materials. 

Different types of light-sources have different effects on the perception of surface details, thus we want 

to support at least the following most common types of light-sources: 

 point light-sources 

 directional light-sources 

 environment light-sources (i.e. image based lighting) 

To provide practical, scenario-based (e.g. contrast enhancement, noise reduction, etc) modelling of the 

illumination, the lighting setup tool needs to have a notion of the consequences of different lighting 

configurations on the perception of structures and details. 

4.3.3.3.2 External/Integration Requirements 

In order to display the lit CH artefact, the Lighting Setup Tool will use the functionality provided by the 

visual support library (VSL).  

4.3.3.4 Use cases 

 Create empty scene – First, the user will start by creating an empty scene that will later 

hold the CH object and the light sources. 

 Retrieve CH object – The user will want to retrieve a CH object that should be lit 

properly. 

 Retrieve scene – It is also possible for the user  to retrieve a previously ingested scene, 

rather than creating a new one from scratch. 

 Add/Remove/Manipulate light-source – The user needs to add, remove and 

manipulate single light-sources to create a light-setup. 

 Highlight details – The user might want to specify a detail that should be emphasized 

through lighting, leading to an automatic rearrangement of the existing light-sources. 

 Ingest scene – Finally, the user wants to ingest the created light setup as a scene into 

the 3D-COFORM RI. 

4.3.3.5 Provided services 

The Lighting Setup Tool does not provide any service to the other 3D-COFORM components 
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4.3.3.6 Required services 

Rendering of illuminated 3D objects 

The Lighting Setup Tool requires the service, provided by the VSL to interactively and accurately 

render the lit CH object, to give interactive feedback to the user. 

4.3.3.7 Used data types 

4.3.3.7.1 IO Data Types 

The light setup tool will use the VSL to render objects and is therefore capable of using the VSL-

supported data types for single CH objects as input data. The output data will be a scene description in 

COLLADA-L format, containing the light-sources and a link to the CH object. 
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4.3.3.8 Interfaces with the RI 

Input from RI:  

Retrieval of a stored scene with a previously created light setup: 

Signature: retrieveFile(sessionticket, destinationDir, fileID); 

Retrieval of a CH-object with material that should be illuminated by the light setup: 

Signature: retrieveFile(sessionticket, destinationDir, fileID); 

Output to RI:  

Ingestion of a scene, containing the created light setup and a link to the lit CH-object and corresponding 

Metadata file in RI: 

Signature: ingestFile(sessionticket, filename, Data-OR-struct, MR-metadata-filename, MData-

OR-struct, consistencyAssertion); 

4.3.3.9 User interface 

The Lighting Setup Tool will provide a graphical user interface (see Figure 11), which will allow the user 

to perform the identified activities (see use cases) in an intuitive manner. 
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Figure 11: GUI design for the Lighting Setup Tool 
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4.3.4 T9.3 – Deviation from work plan 

ISTI-CNR: No deviations from work plan.  

TUGraz: No deviations from work plan.  

UBonn:  No deviations from work plan. 

4.3.5 T9.3 – Plans for the next period  

 ISTI-CNR: 

o Definition of internal interfaces, data structures, and data flow 

o A number of example scenarios of using the tools 

o Rapidly progressing towards a first implementation that will be subject to 

subsequent refinement after the first assessment experiments have been 

carried out (see T9.4). 

 TUGraz: 

o In combination with the improved lighting support BTF material rendering in 

T9.1 we will develop a prototype of the Lighting Setup Tool 

o We will start research on (semi-)automatic placement of multiple light-sources, 

based on user-defined visual-impression-constraints 

 UBonn:  

o In combination with the improved lighting support BTF material rendering in 

T9.1 we will develop a prototype of the Lighting Setup Tool 

o We will start research on (semi-)automatic placement of multiple light-sources, 

based on user-defined visual-impression-constraints 
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4.4 T9.4 – Perception-aware experiments and guidelines 

Within this task of 3D-COFORM, partners will conduct experiments on the presentation and 

communicating of movable and unmovable cultural heritage. For this, different experiments on the 

integration of 3D artefacts drawn from the repository for public consumption will be conducted. Besides 

being innovative examples of the use of 3D technologies for public presentations in museums and 

heritage sites, these exercises will critically assess 3D-COFORM functionality and identify best practice 

guidelines for public presentation.  

During the first year of the project, partners have developed initial plans on how these experiments will 

be conducted and how the guidelines will be drawn from them. For this, a survey of public presentation 

technologies in museums and heritage sites was conducted and is presented in Appendix A. This survey 

reviews different technologies which have been used to support the contextualisation of an object in 

the collection or a theme in a museum exhibition.  

From the review, goals were defined to identify the functionality of the 3D presentation software 

developed under 3D-COFORM which will be tested. These set of goals include: 

 The ability to include a range of 3D content and other multimedia content potentially rendering it 

in real time. 

 The ability to create an underlying narrative, including non-interactive storytelling. 

 The ability to use different types of hardware, ranging from a mobile device to a CAVE. 

 The ability to use different levels of interactivity with the 3D content. 

 The ability to have different levels of immersion. 

 The ability to use collaborative mechanisms for using the 3D content. 

 The ability to support activities before, during and after the museum visit. 

4.4.1 T9.4 – Deviation from work plan 

The activities were undertaken as planned, although it is expected that further work on the survey will 

be done during Year Two. This is due to the availability of staff and to the fact that the functionalities of 

the 3D-COFORM tools are better defined at this stage. 
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4.4.2 T9.4 – Plans for the next period  

The goals previously identified will be used to define a set of experiments for public presentation which 

will use a range of 3D content including: archeological sites, architecture, archives and museum 

collections. During the next period, we will identify these applications, design and start implementation 

as soon as some functionalities of the 3D presentation software are available. 
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5 Conclusion 

This First Year Report shows that the work package WP9 is on track. We are especially confident 

because T9.1 was successful in delivering a first version of the common rendering infrastructure, and in 

defining the parts that make up the VSL. The current software design will surely need further refinement 

and optimization, but it is one of the foundations the project can build upon. 

The other tasks T9.2, T9.3, T9.4 show that we have striven for completeness in the sense that we try to 

achieve a real integration, and we are very aware of the many interconnections, and especially the 

interdependencies, of the different parts and tasks.  

In the same way as the repository infrastructure is required to deal with all the variations of input data 

formats from the acquisition devices and to interface with all the individual data manipulation tools, 

WP9 brings together contributions from all areas of the tool development and must be capable of 

drawing these together in coherent user interfaces for presentations to professionals and the public 

alike. The work package therefore involves a set of complex interactions between a significant fraction 

of the consortium's partners. This document serves to clarify and document these interactions though 

the nature of the work is inherently complex and thus this is reflected in the documentation. 

Once having done this exercise in a reasonable way (we believe), it is obvious that also future reports 

will re-use this structure. So we envisage rather a gradual evolution of this First Year report into the 

Second Year report, the Third Year report, and ultimately, the Final Report after 48 months of work. This 

will make sure that this report is continued very much like a ‘living document’, at least over the duration 

of the project. 

 


